Bikes in Zion

Effective August 30, 2019, Class 1 pedal-assist E-bikes are
allowed in the same locations as regular bicycles, and must
follow all of the same rules. For Zion National Park, this
means that E-bikes are allowed on paved road surfaces
open to the public and the front country Pa'rus Trail.

Class 1 E-bike: Electric bicycles
equipped with a motor that
provides assistance only when
the rider is pedaling, and that
ceases to provide assistance
when the bicycle reaches the
speed of 20 miles per hour.
For more information, scan this QR code to visit
https://www.nps.gov/zion/planyourvisit/frequently-asked-questions-aboutbicycling.htm

Where Bikes are allowed in Zion
ZION CANYON SCENIC DRIVE
Riding your bicycle on the Zion Canyon Scenic Drive is
an enjoyable option when the Zion Canyon Shuttle is in
operation. Keep in mind:
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• Bicycle and E-bike riders must yield to the shuttle
bus. When a shuttle bus approaches, find a safe
place to pull over and allow the bus to pass. Do not
pass a moving bus.
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• Always ride on the right side of the road and in
single file.
• Be especially careful when biking through the
Canyon Junction and Weeping Rock shuttle stops. Both
areas have limited sight and narrow lanes.
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PA’RUS TRAIL
The Pa’rus Trail is located between the Zion Canyon
Visitor Center and the Canyon Junction. It is a 1.75 mile
paved trail that follows the Virgin River and is shared
with pedestrians and leashed pets. Keep in mind:
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• Bicyclists must obey all traffic signs, including stop
signs. The side trail to the Human History Museum is not
open to bicycles.
• There are lots of turns, bridges, blind corners and
wildlife on the trail. Cyclists must warn pedestrians
before passing, either verbally (“passing on your left”)
or with a bell or horn. If pedestrians do not move out of
the way, then stop until they do. Pedestrians have the
East Entrance
right of way.
• Be careful when passing dogs.
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The Zion-Mount Carmel
Highway has steep grades
and narrow sections of
road. There is a one mile
tunnel located on this
route that bicycles are not
allowed to ride through.
The Kolob Terrace Road and
the Kolob Canyons Scenic
Drive both have steep
grades, sharp curves, and
no shoulder.

